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The RoSES project seeks a general approach to

building flexible, robust, maintainable and logistically

supportable distributed embedded systems. Our em-

phasis is on achieving graceful degradation.

A PRODUCT FAMILY POINT OF VIEW

As highly distributed computers are embedded into

everyday products, it is becoming vital to ensure that

systems degrade gracefully rather than break due to

software brittleness. For example, the failure of a sin-

gle component shouldn’t cause an entire system to fail,

but instead cause a modest reduction in capabilities in

keeping with the severity of the component failure.

Graceful degradation has traditionally been viewed

as a fault tolerance issue. Redundant components and

fail-over code are the usual approaches to managing

failures. These approaches can be made to work, but

are too expensive for many applications, and tend to

scale poorly as the complexity of a system increases.

Instead, we view graceful degradation as a novel

application of product family architecture approaches.

If a product contains dozens or hundreds of processors

contained within distributed sensors, actuators, and

other components, each different member of a product

family can be specified to be the system built from a

particular configuration of those components. Adding

or removing a component is simply a way of creating a

different member of that same product family. Build-

ing a gracefully degrading system therefore becomes

equivalent to building a system that can configure it-

self to be a particular member of a product family in

the field rather than in the factory. Thus, the graceful

degradation problem is transformed from one of

fault tolerance into one of field reconfiguration.

The RoSES architecture performs self-configu-

ration using a customization manager that can be

built into the system or provided as a detachable

service tool. The customization manager installs

desired system features by matching software adapt-

ers and algorithms to the available hardware re-

sources. Each smart sensor or actuator is provided

with software adapters that transform a basic com-

ponent interface to one customized to the applica-

tion (for example, providing shaft RPM instead of

raw pulse counts from an optical shaft encoder). The

customization manager ensures that the maximum

possible functionality is provided, consistent with

meeting real-time deadlines on processors and the

embedded network.

SYSTEM-LEVEL BENEFITS

Every time a hardware component is added, fails,

is upgraded, or is replaced by a slightly different

component during maintenance, the customization

manager is used to reconfigure the system for opti-

mal performance. This use of software adapters and

customization is a powerful approach that brings

many benefits, including:

• Graceful upgrade by adding components. The

system automatically recustomizes itself to

exploit newly added component capabilities.

Thus new hardware technology or algorithms can

be exploited via new component installation.

• Graceful degrade when components fail. A

component failure is equivalent to

“downgrade” via component removal.

• Graceful repair with approximately

correct spares in lieu of exact

replacement components. The system

automatically recustomizes to accom-

modate similar, but inexact, repair parts.

Thus, repairs are simply field upgrades

or downgrades depending on the

capabilities provided by the repair part.

• Reduced need for legacy spares. As

technology improves, new components

can be installed in place of old ones

during maintenance, reducing legacy

spare inventory costs.

A prototype configuration manager has

been constructed. We are currently work-

ing on architectural approaches and a

run-time infrastructure for our testbed.
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